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THis book can be an encouragement to find the blessings in autism. When you read Isaiah 53:3
“He was despised and rejected by mankind, a guy of suffering, and acquainted with discomfort.
Like one from whom people hide their faces he was despised, and we kept him in low esteem,”
(Jeremiah 1:5). Mary D. Wasson believes it describes both; hence, proving that children with
autism are created in the picture of Christ.   It may take years to uncover these beautiful
character qualities, but she really wants to encourage other family members to marvel at the
wonder and uniqueness of each child with autism. With time, tears of sorrow will turn into tears
of pleasure. May you celebrate in hearing your child say, “s Hands, a Journey of Wish— (Psalm
139:14).an inspiring story about her Guatemalan mother as a poverty-stricken kid with a basket
full of dreams to reside in America, to an abused wife and mother who was spared thus she
could fulfill her purpose, founding a mission in Guatemala.Before I formed you, I knew you,
before you were born I set you apart” does that describe Jesus or a child with autism?After a
long career working for a Fortune 500 company, God breathed the gift of writing into Mary’
About the writer: s lifestyle. She published an inspirational poetry book, Potter’s Hand Poetry,
while focusing on a biography, Spared from the Abuser’I am fearfully and wonderfully made,
your functions are wonderful, I know that whole well” “ Mary is passionate about sharing her
personal trip alongside her boy with autism. Mary and her family members are actively involved
in mission work at the Santa Fe Objective in Guatemala, Central America, the mission her mom
founded over twenty-five years back. Mary resides in north Mississippi with her hubby, Mark,
and their children, Ethan and Mia Faith. In this trip alongside her son, who provides autism,
Christ opens her eyes to the stunning character qualities that kids with autism display and live
each day.
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  Many thanks for sharing your character lessons from Ethan! I've even introduced the book to
other moms who have purchased it and offers found it very useful and inspirational. We plan to
share it with this support group "Pure in mind" once we motivate eachother and share our
encounters to uplift eachother. Continue doing what your performing Mary Wasson! I loved this
book I loved this reserve. It is so helpful for just about any family who comes with an Austisic
child. I really like how encouraging it is to parents of children with special requirements! I bought
two of these books.! They both loved the publication. Mary is an excellent author and explains
everything very well. All of the pictures are wonderful. Can buy more of her books. I definitely
have an improved understanding of autism and thank the Lord for people .. Such a precious
book! This book was very insightful to the struggles of an autistic child and their family in
addition to bringing hope and encouragement to those in the same boat. I definitely have a
better knowledge of autism and thank the Lord for folks like Mary to really have the courage
and realize the need to write this book to help other families surviving in the term of autism.
Biblically structured and well written.. This book will be a great encouragement to those who are
in an autistic child's existence and help to acknowledge the lessons we are able to learn from
him/her. This book is a great encouragement for parents raising children with almost any
special needs or even without. The message of focusing on the positive traits and even funny
moments of raising a child with autism is wealthy. They're funny and heartwarming This book
truly blessed my heart. This a heartwarming book recounting tales of the author's son, and how
these stories have become life lessons on her behalf, and thus for all of us.Rev. The book is easy-
to-read and contains many real-life examples of existence with an autistic kid. I particularly just
like the positive tone of the composing regarding people who have special needs. I think all who
have worked carefully or lived with individuals of the population will agree that the writer did an
accurate and beautiful job describing the characteristics of people with special needs.. Everyone
could reap the benefits of and enjoy this publication. Teachers, church volunteers, and friends to
households with autistic children will better understand what existence is like for all those
children and households. As a grandparent of a kid with autism, I struggle with seeing not just
my grandson struggling with the everyday challenges he faces, but I observe my very own son
and child in laws struggle through their challenges in dealing and managing this matter called
"autism". I understood before I browse this reserve that God will not make mistakes.
Nevertheless I was therefore blessed in how Mary explains that God chose my boy and daughter
in laws because of this special little boy! Awesome go through!Marvel in Your Autistic Eyes I
ordered this reserve and it's been a great help for me personally as I proceed through my trip
with my boy is in the spectrum. They're funny and heartwarming. This a heartwarming book
recounting stories of the author's son ... Anyone that works together with children will benefit
from reading this book. This book is a great encouragement for parents raising children with
almost any . This book provides a loving perspective on appreciating the distinctions that a kid
with autism brings into the lives of others...a must-go through! One is certainly for my niece who
comes with an Austisic child, and one is usually for a pal.! Especially for anyone who has or use
children with autism! Such a valuable book!.. Kevin EarnestChildren's Pastor This is this easy
and uplifting read This is such an easy and uplifting read! I would recommend this reserve to
anyone, as it contains practical details to raised understand the globe from an autistic
perspective and how exactly to better connect with those suffering from autism.. This book is
amazing! Reading Mary Wasson's book has given me a profoundly-deep insightful consider
what her son deals with every day, but also the issues and sweet rewards his parents and family
members are faced with, time in and day out.. I would recommend this book to anyone Having



purchased this reserve for a friend, I decided to read it before offering it away.. You are feeling
you aren't in this only. This precious moms transparency and humor makes it simple not really
to want to place it down until the last page!! It will make you cry . I REALLY LIKE that every
characteristic was accompanied by scripture and that every chapter ended with a sample prayer.
This book is amazing!. It'll make you cry, laugh but mostly be thankful! A Must Read Mary s
book felt like she was speaking for all parents around the world who lives with Autism,I'd highly
recommend this for just about any parent or caregivers of a Autism child. A most intrigung and
delightful book. I love how encouraging it is to parents . Highly recommend for educators to
better understand their special requirements learners and the blessed parents of these children.
I highly recommend this reserve to all who are interested in learning more about this intriguing
subject. A Must-Read for Educators.. As a middle college teacher, this reserve opened my eyes
to a much clearer understanding of the autistic kids I encounter on a daily basis. I can well
imagine the power that "Marvel in Your Autistic Eyes" is to Moms and Dads who are also raising
a kid with autism, in addition to to those in the prolonged family and circle of close friends. What
an honor! As a particular education teacher, I can claim this mama gets it! So many times the
world really wants to see special needs children as their disability, whereas we ought to see
them rather for their accomplishments! Awesome read!
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